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Joe Strelow
Director of Design and
Analysis Simulation,
ESI Group
ESI Group drives innovation to help you grow and prosper...
The earliest days of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
involved time-consuming computations concerned with turbulence and thermal models. After decades of investments
in physics models and thanks to the increased horsepower
of our modern computational platforms, simulations are just
as likely to include complex interactions of reaction chemistry, electromagnetic phenomena, radiation or spray. Today,
evolution continues and ESI is thus challenging the limits of
simulation by adapting our technology to the most difficult
problems our customers currently face.
These problems are becoming more complex as globally
we desire more environmentally conscious forms of energy, more technological advances in electronic devices, and
more cost-effective methods of developing and producing
what we buy. The year 2008 witnessed some of the most
interesting and rewarding projects in our history – proving
that a tough economic climate creates an atmosphere where
innovation can thrive.
These projects included advanced fuel cell simulation involving the flow of hydrogen as well as fuel cell electrical performance and even its structural characteristics as the carbon
supports decay during sustained operation. Our semiconductor manufacturing experience was tested as Photovoltaic
(PV) Solar applications leveraged our deep knowledge of
chemical vapor deposition processes, while adding unique
requirements of large scale PV manufacturing. A major industrial customer asked us to help them by simulating power
transmission control devices where the electromagnetic phenomenon drove the resulting plasma dynamics in new and
useful ways. There were many such examples, and still many
more to be addressed.
Projects such as those mentioned above require a commitment to our customer and the ability to understand their
application in the context of the technology available. In
January, ESI announced the acquisition of Mindware Engineering’s global team of CFD services professionals, which
expands our capacity to support our customers with high
levels experts. Together we know that we are prepared to
be more than a witness to the next evolution of CFD – we
intend to drive the innovation that makes it worth doing.

G/RO/09.55-A
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PARTNER HIGHLIGHTS

ESI Group and
the SIMDAT project
Active collaboration to address the challenges of virtual car
development
The SIMDAT collaboration project was launched
in response to the continuous need to spur
industrial product and process development.
Indeed, as engineering science is evolving, companies are constantly in search of cutting-edge
technology. This continuous evolution generates also higher expectations resulting in the
need for more complex products and services.
To cover the full range of challenges met in the
design, development and production of complex products and services, the SIMDAT project
has introduced advanced Grid technology in
four different application sectors – automotive,
aerospace, pharmaceutical and meteorological.
ESI’s involvement has mainly been in the automotive cluster of SIMDAT, addressing the challenges of Virtual Car Development. The SIMDAT
automotive activity has developed a variety of
innovative technologies and integrated them
into industrial prototypes and demonstrators
to develop improved product design in less
time at reduced cost by accessing this distributed know-how and deriving new information
from it.

The Crash Compatibility
Prototype
With the goal of improving car safety beyond
currently practiced standard testing, SIMDAT
partners such as ESI Group developed the SIMDAT Crash Compatibility Prototype. ESI’s PAMCRASH software was used to perform a crash
compatibility scenario involving vehicles from
different car manufacturers over the SIMDAT
Grid infrastructure. The performance of the prototype has shown that a secured collaboration
between two car manufacturers is feasible. In
fact, although the crash compatibility simulation
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involves assembling car models from different
manufacturers, “the Grid security technologies
deployed within SIMDAT allow car manufacturers to see only the results of their car,“ said
Yvonne Havertz, Fraunhofer SCAI, SIMDAT
project management. This improves car safety
beyond currently practised standard tests.
This is made possible thanks to the sophisticated security model developed to ensure the
protection of each collaborating party’s Intellectual Property Rights (IPR).

“

ESI Group’s demonstrator
has been evaluated at
R E N A U LT S A M S U N G
Motors in Korea. To
sum up, thanks to its
data sharing and change
management features,
SIMDAT demonstrator
brings even more fluidity
i n t h e g e n e ra t i o n o f
simulation models, which
contributes to the overall

Crash compatibility scenario involving two
different vehicles from different manufacturers
The virtual prototype enhances vehicle safety
in the development phase of a car and brings
us closer to a fully realistic simulation of crash
testing.

productivity of the CAE

”

department.

Mr. Jae-Chul Lee,
Junior Manager Body Design Operation,
RENAULT SAMSUNG Motors in Korea

ESI’s demonstrator
Another pioneering technology deployed in the
SIMDAT automotive project, considered one
of the most important, is Simulation Process
and Data Management (SPDM). Various SPDM
systems were involved in SIMDAT such as ESI’s
VisualDSS, end-to-end decision support system.
Using this solution, ESI and other SIMDAT partners deployed a demonstrator that automates
the collaboration between a car manufacturer
and a meshing supplier through the integration
into VisualDSS of a Grid meshing service. The
integration of Grid technologies in ESI solutions
enables a secured collaboration between different third parties of a virtual organization.

VisualDSS
for more information:
www.esi-group.com/crash-impact-safety
www.esi-group.com/simulation-systems-integration/visualdss
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SPECIAL REPORT

Mindware Engineering Inc.
acquisition further strengthens
ESI’s CFD and Multiphysics Solutions
Dedication to customer satisfaction coupled with a commitment to
people is ESI’s foundation. This led to the recent acquisition of Mindware Engineering Inc., bringing a global team with over 20 years of
experience and expertise in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) engineering services. Mindware provides innovative solutions to complex
CFD simulation challenges ranging from automotive to aerospace and
defense applications such as Vehicle Aerodynamics, Climate Control for
Passenger Thermal Comfort, Vehicle Thermal Management, Powertrain,
Brake Cooling, Hybrid Vehicle Battery Cooling, and Noise, Vibration and
Harshness (NVH).

Mindware Engineering Inc.’s expertise in a variety of CFD areas is
renowned and appreciated by many big OEMs:

Underhood CFD Analysis Cooling fan Airflow

• Underhood Thermal Management
“Well executed cool wall system … Mindware, as usual, excellent work...
thanks!”

• Electronic Thermal Modeling
“Well done Mindware. Your efforts in building the CAE model in a timely
manner and giving guidance for a cost effective resolution are highly
appreciated. Thanks for your dedication on this project.”

• Lighting CFD Modeling
“This is excellent work, Mindware. Now we have a method to make the
models correlate to actual testing.”

• Design of Experiments (DOE) CFD Optimization
“Provides a nice summary on the technical “why?”, which is much more
valuable than just getting some data points from a physical test. Mindware - Nice work again as usual...thanks.”
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Van’s Interior cabin climate control analysis

While ESI continues to expand and strengthen its engineering services
offering with this strategic acquisition, it also reinforces CFD technologies essential to support customers worldwide, continuing to deliver
high value through in-depth expertise, global presence, and the ability
to provide comprehensive CFD and multiphysics solutions.
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SPECIAL REPORT

3 questions for…

Mike Salari,
Founder and President of
Mindware Engineering Inc.

Alain de Rouvray,
ESI Group Chairman and CEO

1. This strategic operation is complementary in terms of area, expertise and teams.
What are the prime benefits of Mindware Engineering Inc. joining ESI Group?
Alain de Rouvray:

Mike Salari:

“This acquisition is an important step forward for ESI; bring-

“We are very pleased to have joined ESI Group, which has

ing complementarities in terms of expertise for our strategic

excellent software products in the domain of fluid dynam-

Services activity. Indeed, Mindware’s extensive experience

ics. This is indeed a win-win situation adding potential for

in CFD engineering services worldwide, with more than

both companies. It enables us to provide broader and more

90% of its activity relying on services, contributes a highly

innovative services to our clients in the automotive and aer-

competitive offer when combined with ESI’s innovative soft-

ospace industries, and to expand our know-how to other

ware technology in all aspects of Applied Mechanics. This

promising business sectors worldwide using ESI’s global sales

strategic operation is also in line with our US development

channel. The good cultural fit of our teams contributes to

strategy to strengthen our activity and expand our presence.

the strengthening of our leading position in the fast growing

The addition of the US-based Mindware team provides suf-

world of digital simulation to provide high value multiphys-

ficient critical mass in the US operations to enable further

ics solutions.”

growth. The acquisition of Mindware Engineering clearly
accelerates our ability to empower end-to-end Virtual Prototyping in the CFD market.”

Front end sealing analysis for air charge temperature evaluation
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2. This is also a win-win situation for existing and potential customers. Could you
tell us a bit more about the main benefits for your clients in terms of products and
services?

Alain de Rouvray:

Mike Salari:

“Mindware Engineering has a proven track record of provid-

“While both Mindware and ESI Group have strong business

ing unique solutions to the automotive market segment and

models, it is apparent that the two companies together will

thus its expertise will bring us further diversification and

offer more to their customers. Being part of ESI Group ena-

consolidation of the sector. It also provides additional user

ble us to further expand our experience in Vertical Appli-

experiences to ESI’s customers in the automotive industry.

cation development, where we build custom applications

This alliance will definitely help the two companies support

for our clients to perform very specialized analyses. Gain-

our joint mission to spur innovation with Simulation-Based

ing access to ESI’s complete software suite also provides

Design, thereby fulfilling customers’ needs to innovate fast-

enhanced value to our customer base by enabling coupled

er and better.”

multi-domain and innovative analysis solutions.”

3. Lastly, considering Mindware Engineering’s positioning in the automotive industry,
could you please explain this strategic choice in regards to the economic context?

Alain de Rouvray:
“This is not the first economic downturn that ESI experienc-

the automotive industry towards lighter, safer, more com-

es. Indeed, ESI was founded in 1973 in a time of crisis and has

fortable and ecological vehicles, it can be pointed out that

been through quite a few similar ones since. A crisis should

Simulation-Based Design is today a recognized and necessary

be considered as a time for change. ESI is about innovation.

component. We understand the present and anticipate the

We are thus taking today’s crisis as an opportunity and not

future by building the right partnerships and acquisitions.”

a threat; an opportunity for further innovation. Therefore,
we are moving forward by investing heavily as we are strong
enough to do that when others can’t.
“In regards to the automotive industry, ESI’s mission is to
help our customers get through this challenging phase by
strengthening and diversifying our offer to this particular
industry. This will surely support them in tackling their biggest issues. In addition, if we look at the evolving demand in
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In cylinder velocity distribution using moving mesh technology
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ESI acquires Vdot™
ESI brings lean concepts to its complete software suite
with Vdot™

“

Vdot™ takes the Program
Management effort to a
new level, one that offers
time saving options. It’s very
nice to have a quick look at
who owes you what so you
can get started with a task,
and conversely to whom

”

you owe output.

James Owens,
Design Engineer Aerospace,
Qualis Corporation
ESI’s software suite for virtual prototyping is
now further empowered by Vdot™, supporting
engineering teams’ work ever more efficiently.

Vdot™ workbench 5.0

A b out V dot ™
In December 2008, ESI made a move of major
strategic interest by acquiring Vdot™, a software
platform focused on development process
management from the US company Procelerate
Technologies Inc. Indeed, the value of integrating Vdot™ into ESI’s digital simulation software
suite is high as Vdot™ adds an essential component to solutions for Simulation Systems
Integration.

Among these solutions is VisualDSS, a unique
aid to decision-making in the field of Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE). The synergy between
Vdot™ and VisualDSS enhances ESI’s differentiation from competition. Together, these solutions automate project management processes
and enable efficient traceability and accountability of project tasks.

“Vdot™ has proven its usefulness as part of
projects to integrate digital simulation solutions
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for large industrial customers, particularly in the
USA and China”, stated Alain de Rouvray, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of ESI Group.
”Vdot™ is an enterprise process decision-making tool that can capture and automate best
practices for our customers. As a result, Vdot™
naturally complements our range of digital simulation solutions, delivering virtual prototyping
integration and synchronization within the PLM.
Thus the combination Vdot™ / VisualDSS allows
much faster and more reliable decision-making
right from the start of the customer product
lifecycle”.

Another benefit of the process management
tool Vdot™ is the support it provides to a potentially wider and more diverse customer base. In
fact, Vdot™ not only satisfies Engineering Managers’ needs but also provides a tool for other
departments within an organization (finance,
technicians…).

Vdot ™ is a project monitoring and
execution platform that makes it
easier for teams to reliably follow
the right plan, performing tasks with
the right data. It allows rapid, reliable decision-making by all actors of
the PLM in general and specifically
throughout the digital simulation
process, enhancing project automation and completion.
Vdot™ has been developed and validated in partnership with industry
leaders such as Boeing and the Lean
Advancement Initiative at MIT. Its
users include NASA, a government
agency, the main aerospace manufacturers such as Boeing, and AVIC
(China), along with automotive firms
like Ford, Chrysler and Nissan.

www.esi-group.com/vdot
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Vdot™ at NASA and
Qualis Corporation
and greatly reduces the uncertainty of who is
directly responsible for work accomplished at
any point in the project life cycle,” said Roger
Herdy.

Lean project/process management improves performance on
Rover robotics study

“

Vdot™ was invaluable in
managing a development

NASA and Qualis Corp., a major NASA contractor, recently presented results from using Vdot™
to manage a Rover robotics design study while
effectively deploying the NASA-Marshall developed VIPA process (Vehicle Integration and Performance Analysis).
The Vehicle Integration and Performance Analysis (VIPA) process developed at NASA’s Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) adds critical rigor to
the analytical integration within a design process, an area where processes are typically performed in an ad-hoc method by the individual
discipline engineers. The ultimate goal for VIPA
is to parametrically and associatively link the
design of a system to the requirements and the
analysis.

How was the Vdot™ lean
process management tool
used to automate the VIPA
environment?
Vdot™’s capabilities were particularly well suited
to automate the VIPA process. A study was initiated to document best practices, capture the
best approach by which tool and methodology
synergy could be achieved, and migrate the lessons learned, architecture definition, mission
planning support and optimization knowledge
toward upcoming design and development
activities at NASA.
To leverage Vdot™’s ability to support lean process management for distributed teams (in addition to automating VIPA), an analysis of a robotic
arm within the VIPA methodology was exercised.
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The goal was to change one requirement linked
to the design modeled in the VIPA environment – that of the gravitational environment –
where changing this value from 1G to 1/6 G
would initiate the design for a Lunar Rover arm.
The first step was a schedule developed in MS
Project, which was used to populate an initial
Vdot™ template automatically.
The Team found that the VIPA process was
clearly defined via the programming of associated inputs and outputs for each integration
task within Vdot™. And once the Rover Project
was activated within Vdot™, automated task
notifications were very helpful in keeping work
flowing through the pipeline–Vdot™ handled all
the data and task notifications required to keep
the development effort running efficiently. In
addition, all project statistics were updated
automatically thus providing real-time status at
any point in the project timeline.
The Vdot™ Project Team was composed of engineers with in-depth experience in project management, design analysis, kinematics, structural,
mechanical, and design integration. In addition,
members of this team also had experience with
a wide range of engineering and project management tools and methodologies. The Project
Team found that the process of defining the
informal integration between engineering disciplines, and programming the inputs and outputs
for each task within Vdot™ was very beneficial
for the Project launch. The process helped them
better understand “what” data was needed
“when”, its required format, and who would be
providing the data. “Vdot™ supports management’s ability to quickly assess problem areas

p ro j e c t w i t h a v e r y
distributed engineering
team, spread across
several disciplines and

”

development tools.

Roger Herdy,
Program Manager for Qualis Corporation,
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Talon robot rover arm was redesigned for lunar
mission from original terrestrial environment

A b out Q ua l is C o r p.
Qualis Corporation is a high technology business providing technical
services in the areas of engineering
analysis, design, testing, and support
services to both commercial and Government customers.

www.qualis-corp.com
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Casting simulation drives
component development for
High Pressure Die Casting
High Pressure Die Casting (HPDC) enables
manufacturing of large thin-walled
light-weight structural components.

To remain competitive in the new global marketplace, component manufacturers in the automotive and aeronautic industries are constantly
being asked to increase efficiency while lowering production costs and shortening delivery
times. This request from OEMs for product solutions with low energy consumption, in tandem
with new requirements by the government for
increased fuel efficiency, can be satisfied using
light metals such as aluminium and magnesium.
High Pressure Die Casting (HPDC) enables manufacturing of large thin-walled light-weight
structural components. In HPDC castings, a
large number of different functions can be
integrated in one highly complex component,
thereby replacing a group of sub-components
that need to be manufactured separately and
assembled together.

Fig. 2: Simulation procedure flow chart
Georg Fischer Automotive AG has used HPDC

extreme sensitivity of thin-walled components,

on an interior door panel for example (Fig. 1).

each part produced before the steady state

In HPDC, the die being the heart of the process,
the first step is to accurately model the thermal
evolution of the die during the successive process phases: pre-heating, thermal ramp-up including metal injection, part cooling, part ejection,
and die cooling, until “production state temperature” is reached.

Fig. 1: Component Geometry
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temperature is attained differs from the previous in a non-negligible way.

Deformation Prediction by
Using Casting Simulation
The most important aspects of the computer
simulation are not only to capture all the physics

The die shape is affected by the above ther-

of the process, but also to simplify the model

mal evolution, and in turn affects the way

in such a manner as to minimize the turnaround

the injected metal flows and cools. Given the

time without compromising on accuracy.

esi talk

dimensional accuracy of the component while
engineering the die and accommodating modifications during development and still be able
to produce a quality part on the first run on the
shop floor. Through casting simulation, one can
estimate the effect of different relevant technical parameters, thereby avoiding potential problems in product ion.

All steps of the simulation flowchart shown
above (Fig. 2) were performed on the interior
door panel model using ESI’s ProCAST.
Die Cycling
A cyclic thermal simulation is performed to
achieve the steady state temperature in the
die. Process steps like die-opening, spraying and
die-closing are described by time-dependent
boundary conditions.
Die Filling
The filling of the cavity makes use of the steadystate temperatures attained from the thermal
cycling simulation. The molten metal is injected
into the die cavity based on the shot profile
determined for this component. The result of
this coupled fluid flow and heat transfer analysis
is a filled cavity where the casting has a nonuniform temperature across the part.
Solidification and stress formation within
the die
Small displacements in the casting appear in areas where the shrinkage is not prevented or constrained. In certain areas the casting part partially
loses contact with the die cavity surface, which
dramatically reduces the heat transfer between
the casting and the die. ProCAST simulation tool
automatically accounts for this by reducing the
corresponding local heat transfer coefficient
during solidification based on the thickness of
the gap formed. In areas where shrinkage is prevented due to die constraints, stresses appear.
Solidification and stress formation after die
opening
This part of the simulation focuses on the ejection of the casting and the subsequent cooling
to room temperature. On ejection, the component tends towards a new equilibrium state
when it is free from the constraints of the die.
The stresses on the component are relaxed and
transform to a corresponding amount of deformation (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The upper part of the
door structure deforms inward and does not
conform to the required tolerance.
Solidification and stress formation till room
temperature after gate cutting
In this step the cutting of the gating system and
the over flows are taken into account. Since the
gating system is mostly hotter than the part, it
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Fig. 3: Von Mises stresses before ejection

On the door panel study presented, the
achieved results (Fig. 5) corresponded quite
accurately to the experimentally observed
deformations. The component producer Georg
Fischer Automotive was able to correctly identify the critical technical influences in the production process. By taking corresponding corrective
measures, the demanded accuracy of the final
geometric shape was achieved.
These results are only possible with a coupled
heat transfer and stress analysis within an adequate and integrated automatic process simulation flowchart as developed and implemented
by ESI in their casting simulation software.

Fig. 4: Von Mises stresses after ejection

Fig. 5: Deformation and homogenization of
the temperature after ejection and
cooling down to room temperature
shrinks at a different rate than the component.
As a result transverse stresses are initiated at the
point of contact between the gating system
and the part.
To conclude, the HPDC application enables
large, thin-walled castings to be manufactured
with a high degree of accuracy through the
integration of multiple functionalities. An ambitious goal for the die design engineer during

Courtesy: Georg Fischer Automotive AG
E xtract from DIE CASTING ENGINEER,
issue May 2009:
www.diecastingengineer.org

the process development stage is to maintain
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ProCAST and QuikCAST
version 2009
ESI’s unique suite of solutions dedicated to the foundry industry
In the current economical environment, foundries are urged to adopt new technologies such
as virtual testing to replace the lengthy trialand-error methodology.
In response to this demand, ESI regularly
upgrades its unique and complementary simulation solutions dedicated to the foundry industry
to improve quality control and validation.

ProCAST 2009

heat treatment modeling and in microstructural prediction, specifically defining mechanical properties which are not only temperaturedependant, but also microstructure – and/
or defects – dependant. Version 2009 is also
entirely available with a scripting language, a
method for automatic repetitive set-up, and
Visual-Environment modules such as VisualProcess Executive for process customization
and automation or Visual-OPT for optimization.

Based on powerful Finite Element technology, ProCAST enables, in addition to basic
solidification and filling modelling, the prediction of deformations and residual stresses, and
addresses specific processes such as semi-solid,
core-blowing, centrifugal, lost foam and continuous casting.

QuikCAST 2009

While ProCAST 2009 hosts a variety of new
features, its main improvements have been in

While QuikCAST 2009 contains new features
drastically reducing turnaround time, other

QuikCAST, fast and efficient solution for the
complete casting process evaluation, has proven
to be an indispensable tool in foundries to validate decisions during prototyping, to improve
yields and to reduce manufacturing costs.

improvements were achieved such as the
acceleration of automatic grid generation,
new graphical tools to monitor calculations, an
improved porosity model, and an optimized
solver performance based on recent hardware
evolution.

Towards an integrated
environment
Version 2009 of ESI’s foundry portfolio appears
as a first step towards a complete integration of
the casting solutions into a single environment:
ProCAST 2009 and QuikCAST 2009 results are
now shown in a common viewer, Visual-CAST,
an innovative post-processing environment.
The benefits for the user are an all-in-one
framework and uniform look and feel speeding
up data exchange and resulting in better productivity and rendering.

“

With the 2009 releases,
we achieved the first step
in providing a complete
and best-in-class solution
in a common environment
to meet the wide casting
m a r k e t re q u i re m e n t s .
In addition, we have
made improvements in
numerical modeling such
as predicting defects at a
microstructure level and
providing integrated value
chains to predict realistic
testing variation effects on

”

product performance.

Marco Aloe,
Casting Product Manager,
ESI Group

Courtesy : VÍTKOVICE Heavy Machinery
After casting, the ingot is transferred to an insulation box and treated before the final furnace
heating. With the complete suite of ESI solutions, the whole manufacturing process from casting
to heat treatment with stress modeling was successfully achieved for this 27 tons steel ingot.
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for more information:
www.esi-group.com/casting
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Towards realistic simulation with Virtual
Performance Solution version 2009
ESI’s scalable simulation solution addresses its customers’
biggest challenges such as product diversification, cost and
time savings, and management of complex simulation scenarios.

“

Using Virtual Performance
Solution, we were able
to meet the targeted
performance in our design.
We had very accurate
results especially in the
assessment of structural
failure scenarios in crash
co n d i t i o n s u s i n g E S I -

Crash frontal impact
Courtesy : Nissan Motor Co. Ltd.
Virtual Performance Solution enables the functional assessment and design optimization of a
single virtual prototype prior to physical prototyping or tool assembly. Providing our customers with a realistic and efficient assessment of
designs in virtual testing, version 2009 delivers
the following competitive advantages:

Multi-Domain Solution
Version 2009 focuses on simplifying, accelerating
and automating corresponding Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE) processes and is supported by
the latest hardware based on multi-core processor units and its Hybrid Solver Technology.
Thus, Virtual Performance Solution ensures ESI
customers can meet their performance targets
and accelerate their time-to-market.

High Reliability and Results
Accuracy
With its code architecture, implementation
strategies and quality testing procedures, ver-
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sion 2009 is well designed to ensure reliable
and accurate results independent of computer
platforms, thus allowing customers to set-up
their CAE workflow on the latest algorithms
and materials.

“The key achievement of Virtual Performance
Solution 2009 is to enable multi-domain access
using one complete simulation model independent of explicit or implicit solution schemes,” said
Peter Ullrich, Product Manager for Virtual Performance Solution at ESI Group. “This opens up
new frontiers in Performance and Innovation for
our customers’ design optimization.”

“ESI supports our product innovation by offering an all-inclusive scalable simulation solution: Virtual Performance Solution allows cost
and time savings in our Product Development
Cycle,” declared Kazuhiro OBAYASHI, Nissan
Motor Co. Ltd.

Wilkins-Kamoulakos
(EWK) damage and rupture
model.

”

Kazuhiro OBAYASHI,
Integrated CAE Department Manager,
Nissan Motor Co. Ltd.

Other major enhancements in version 2009 are
interfaces to chain Virtual Performance Solution
to ESI’s Virtual Manufacturing solutions and third
party products for parts that undergo stamping,
casting or welding; as well as chain to performance analysis and composite parts manufacturing.

f or more information:
www.esi-group.com/virtual-performancesolution
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Expansion of ESI’s
composites ecosystem
ESI reinforces its composites simulation platform through partnerships and projects, answering to
increasing market needs in composites simulation and spurring further innovation.
Recent years have confirmed a high increase in
composite materials, such as carbon and fiberglass, in industries ranging from transportation
to aeronautics, shipbuilding and wind energy.
In response to this increasing demand, ESI has
expanded its alliances with industry and academic partners in order to accelerate the development of its composite solutions and services.
“Partnerships are key in supporting and amplifying ESI’s internal investment in our end-toend composites solution,” said Patrick de Luca,
Product Manager for ESI’s Composites Solution.

rial interface to DIGIMAT, the nonlinear multiscale material and structure modeling platform
of e-Xstream. This interface enables nonlinear
multi-scale modeling within Virtual Performance Solution and bridges the gap between the
manufacturing process – such as injection molding – and end part performance.

“

DIGIMAT, our nonlinear
multiscale

formance Solution 2009. This work is typical of
ESI’s development process: fundamental work is
performed with top level academia followed by
extensive testing with industrial partners before
release within our end-to-end solution. Thanks
to this solution, engineers can work effectively
with the new reinforcements used in the market
nowadays and for which models are not commercially available outside ESI.

material

modeling platform, is now
coupled with ESI’s Virtual
Per formance Solution.

Four important agreements have been signed
to leverage composite materials technology
in view of further developing ESI’s composites
solutions. These recent partnerships adjoin the
long-term relationships established on the one
hand between ESI and renowned universities
such as Ecole des Mines de Douai et SaintEtienne, INSA Lyon and IFB Stuttgart and, on the
other hand between ESI and CAD suppliers such
as a Gold partnership with Dassault Systèmes
(PAM-RTM and PAM-QUIKFORM for CATIA V5)
and collaboration with VISTAGY (links from FiberSIM to PAM-RTM and SYSPLY).
ESI Group partnership with e-Xstream,
software and engineering services company 100% focused on multi-scale modeling of complex multi-phase materials and
structures.
ESI has recently seen a first successful result
from its partnership with e-Xstream with an
important enhancement within its Virtual Performance Solution version 2009: that is the
extension of the explicit capabilities to short
fibers composite materials through a user mate-
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This enables our common
customers to per form

K.U.Leuven’s WISETEX in Visual-Environment

accurate and efficient
dynamics explicit finite

”

element analyses.

Roger A. Assaker,
Co-Founder and CEO,
e-Xstream
ESI Group partnership with the ‘Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven’
(K.U.Leuven), world
leading university in the field of composite
materials.
K.U.Leuven and ESI have collaborated on two
European projects (TECABS and I-TOOL). These
were an opportunity to develop a link between
the virtual textile software WISETEX and micro/
meso-mechanical software from K.U.Leuven
together with composite stiffness and ESI’s
draping simulations. The developments were
tested and validated in these projects before
being fully available as part of ESI’s Virtual Per-

ESI Group partnership with
the ‘Pôle de Plasturgie de l’Est’
(PPE), an applied research technology center
specialized in composite materials.
The collaboration aims at providing a complete
offering covering the entire lifecycle of composite parts and structures manufactured through
injection and infusion processes in response to
new development challenges for composite
parts and structures. The offer includes ESI’s
end-to-end composites simulation applications
and the PPE’s RTM PROCESS 2 software suite.

“

The joint approach being
established responds to a

”

market need.

Jean-Pierre Cauchois,
Technical Director,
The PPE

esi talk

“This ESI/PPE platform will either work independently or be integrated into a PLM design
platform. For the first time in the composites
arena, the conceptual approach will be carried
from the beginning to the end, from the part’s
design with all the technical-economical constraints to the end of its life,” said Jean-Pierre
Cauchois.

processes. It has helped in the development of
ESI’s PAM-RTM solutions, optimizing advanced
numerical simulation of Liquid Composite Molding and improving the efficiency of virtual mold
prototyping.

‘One-Shot’ filling simulation of a car fender
computed in 5 seconds enabling
a quick setting of vents location
Courtesy: CCHP

ESI Group, partner of LCM-SMART project
The main axis of the project is to optimize the
injection or infusion of innovative Liquid Composites Molding (LCM) processes for the development of complex composite parts such as
complex structural components for all-in carbon
flight. LCM-SMART is part of the Viameca cluster supporting the development of companies
in the mechanical engineering sector especially
in aerospace, automotive and industrial equipment industries.
ESI Group, partner of
‘More Affordable Aircraft structure lifecycle through eXtended, Integrated, & Mature nUmerical Sizing’
(MAAXIMUS) project.

In addition to these partnerships, ESI Group can
be counted among collaborative members of
several projects undertaken at a European and
international level.
ESI Group, partner of RAID-OUTILS project

RTM light of a boat shell with PAM-RTM
Courtesy: Azimut Yachts

ESI Group collaboration with the Chair on
Composites of High Performance (CCHP) at
Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, one of Canada’s leading engineering schools.
This long-term agreement, signed in 2007, aims
at developing, validating and industrializing simulation-based composite design methods for
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) and resin infusion
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The project, part of the Up-Tex cluster, aims at
developing multi-dimensional textiles for composite materials. Air and land transportation is
one of the five main markets which have been
targeted where ESI brings its skills in advanced
materials and thus enables companies to branch
out to virtual and technological innovation.

for more information on ESI’s composites solution:
www.esi-group.com/products/composites-plastics
for more information on ESI partners and projects:
www.e-xstream.com
www.ppe.asso.fr
http://cchp.meca.polymtl.ca
www.mtm.kuleuven.ac.be/Research/C2/poly/index.htm
www.invest-in-france.org/international/en
www.maaximus.eu
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ESI’s virtual manufacturing
solutions for CATIA V5
ESI’s virtual manufacturing software portfolio takes full benefit of
the seamless integration of simulation algorithms within CATIA V5.

ESI provides part designers with a powerful set
of engineering solutions, supporting the collaborative engineering approach within a continuous improvement process.
In sheet metal forming simulation, PAMDIEMAKER for CATIA V5 V2009 allows the user
to quickly evaluate the part’s formability thanks
to a rapid and iterative parametric approach.
It generates a realistic simulation model and a
unique high quality surface model, thus efficiently supporting the die design process from
its early feasibility phase through its machining phase. Version 2009 ensures a consistent,
safe and traceable geometric dataflow from
the part CAD model to the PAM-STAMP 2G
physics-based simulation environment for rapid
die design and optimization.

“

For SEAT’s
P ro t o t y p e
Ce n t e r o f

Development (CPD), the
release of tools integrated
into CATIA V5 such as PAMDIEMAKER for CATIA V5,
allows a rapid and accurate

”

development of die design.

Javier Diaz Martinez
Manager of the Prototype Center of
Development (CPD),
Seat S.A.
“It is very valuable to be able to perform the appropriate geometrical chang-
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CATIA V5 Composite Part Design (CPD) workbench, supporting fiber directions and local
shear angle from PAM-QUIKFORM for CATIA
V5, in the local permeability calculation of
PAM-RTM. Indeed, all calculations can now be
done without leaving the CATIA environment
and thus enable the engineers to reuse all the
information generated during design to quickly
create injection/infusion models.

es and to have these evolutions simultaneously available for machining within
CATIA. This represents a tremendous advantage
in terms of productivity as well as for the final
quality of our design, giving us the opportunity
to perform our work in a common environment
during all process phases,” said Javier Diaz Martinez.

PAM-QUIKFORM for CATIA V5

In composites manufacturing simulation,
PAM-QUIKFORM for CATIA V5 V2009 enables,
decision-making early in the design process, by
eliminating unsuitable design choices that would
later lead to manufacturing problems, and PAMRTM for CATIA V5 V2009 allows users to analyze
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) injection performance helping them identifying manufacturability
issues.
PAM-QUIKFORM, based on geometrical methods, enables engineers to tell in a matter of
seconds if a selected material can be used to
form a part without potential problems like
wrinkling. One of the main new features of
PAM-QUIKFORM for CATIA V5 V2009 is the possibility to simulate and visualize unidirectional composite deformation during a draping process. This
PAM-QUIKFORM feature is a unique capability
on the market.
PAM-RTM minimizes the risk of producing
defective RTM parts by assisting in master tool
design and manufacturing process. A major
enhanced feature of PAM-RTM for CATIA V5
V2009 is the improvement of the link with the

PAM-RTM for CATIA V5

A b out S E AT
SEAT’s Prototype Center of Development (CPD), situated in the manufacturing plant of the Spanish company
in Martorell (Barcelona) is considered
one of the most innovative in the
Spanish industry and is emblematic
within the Volkswagen Group. It gathers in a single location all activities
linked to the development of prototypes for virtual and physical phases,
from pre-serial vehicles to serial analyses.

www.seat.es

f or more information:
www.esi-group.com/metal-forming/catia-v5/benefits
www.esi-group.com/composites-plastics/solutions-for-catia-v5
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DOERFER engineers use
PAM-STAMP 2G to design
complex tools right the first time
Doerfer succeeds in conceiving a complex deep-drawn contoured part transfer die right the first
time, avoiding the time-consuming traditional ‘cut and hope’ method thanks to ESI’s state-of-the-art
metal forming solution.
In the past, to design a transfer die for a part,
Doerfer’s engineers would have produced an initial concept design based on intuition and experience and iterated until it worked as intended.
“We would machine the die to the part print
dimensions and mount it in the press for a
trial run. It’s nearly impossible to build a die
this difficult right the first time, most often
because the part wrinkles or tears in certain
areas,” said Bobby Veach, Manager of Tool and
Die Business, Doerfer Companies.
However, several years ago, as parts were
becoming more complex and delivery times
tighter, Doerfer decided to find a better way
to design and build dies. After testing different
types of simulation software, the company’s
engineers chose to use ESI’s sheet metal forming
solution PAM-STAMP 2G to simulate the drawing and forming process of the complex part.
“PAM-STAMP is the best for the kinds of complex dies that we typically build. This simulation
software is easy to use; it can simulate virtually
every type of operation in our business, and its
predictions match the real world very closely,”
he explained.
Indeed, the simulations resulted in identifying
thinning problems that the engineers were able
to correct directly on the software prototype,
prior to building the die. The simulation was also
used to determine the trim line.

The customer was very
impressed with the result,
and it helped pave the path

”

for additional work.

Result after tuning the tool design and softening the part design (radii): thinning and tearing
have been dramatically reduced

Physical part obtained right the first time
based on the simulation work
tial designs so as to deliver a part meeting
exactly their customers’ requirements. They
have improved the efficiency of the forming
part operation and reduced material costs and
consumption. For Doerfer, this results in better
business.

“

Using simulation instead
of the conventional build

Bobby Veach,
Manager of Tool and Die Business,
Doerfer Companies

A b out D oe r fe r
C ompanies ( W r i g h t
Industries, Inc.)
Headquartered in Iowa and working from facilities in Nashville, Tenn.,
Greenville, SC, Waverly, Iowa and
Moline, Ill., Doerfer Companies
designs, manufactures and integrates
factory automation systems for the
unique process and product manufacturing needs of the healthcare industry, as well as automotive, aerospace,
defense, consumer, healthcare and
nuclear industries. Doerfer’s team of
more than 700 meets manufacturing
challenges by leveraging significant
applications experience in assembly,
packaging, nuclear, controls, testing,
and inspection systems.

www.doerfer.com

and try method saved
Doerfer’s benefits from using PAM-STAMP 2G
for simulation are significant. They are now
able to simulate a number of different poten-
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significant time and
money on this project.

for more information:
www.esi-group.com/metal-forming
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Visual-Safe IHIT module, the best
companion for FMVSS 201
safety testing
CAD/PDM

Design

IHIT

TEST

IHIT

Report
Generation

Vehicle interior engineers and team managers
have often dreamt about a software tool that
could automate one of their most tedious tasks:
repeated calculations for each vehicle design to
meet the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
201 (FMVSS 201) regulation. FMVSS 201 specifies
the requirement for occupant protection in
interior impact.

Since the promulgation in 1989 of compulsory
test regulation for all new manufactured cars
worldwide, OEMs have spent considerable
time, effort and money to meet the regulation
as interior head impact validations are a high
priority and challenging task. It is indeed very
difficult to capture all cases of head impacts in
a lab due to the vast number of possibilities,
hence the necessity to call upon simulation for
these multiple tests.

The development of a digital solution to automate all of these complex measurement steps
has been endeavored but no such comprehensive tool was available until last year when ESI
succeeded in developing and validating its first
Interior Head Impact Toolkit (IHIT) software with
leading car manufacturers.
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Targets
Locator

IHIT

Simulation Setup

IHIT module, part of ESI’s environment solution
for safety simulation Visual-Safe, is a state-of-art
tool which allows CAE, Test and Design engineers to compute targets points, run simulations
and generate injury reports. IHIT easily identifies
the target locations and analyzes head impacts
on vehicle interiors such as headliners, side rails,
pillar trims and instrument panels.
Replacing physical with virtual tests, IHIT module provides an end-to-end virtual prototyping
solution for FMVSS201, including the following
components:
• Upper Targets Locator computing all target
points as per the regulatory procedures and
even for specific cases not mentioned in the
regulation
• Due-care Targets Locator computing many
due-care target points for all legal points
• IP Zone and Targets Locator generating target points for robustness analysis (head impact
zones for Driver and Passenger sides)
• Target Simulation Setup automatically generating error-free simulation models in PAMCRASH format and other standard crash simulation formats
• Target Report Generator creating analysis
reports

Industry leaders such as Ford use ESI’s IHIT
module to evaluate vehicle interior designs for
FMVSS 201 compliance analysis.

“

Visual-Safe IHIT software
developers worked closely
with OEMs to have a software
that accurately calculates
target locations consistent
with practical application
o f t h e S a fe t y S t a n d a rd .
The automation saves time
and eliminates inconsistent
application of the targeting
procedure.

”

Robert Armitage,
Head Impact Technical Specialist,
Ford Motor Company, USA
International Automotive Components (IAC) is
a leading global supplier of automotive components and systems, including interior and
exterior trim, and structural and functional
applications. IAC, in addition to partaking in the
development of ESI’s IHIT, also uses IHIT module to compute target points, set up simulations
and process the simulation results.

“

With the use of Visual-Safe IHIT,
we have been able to improve
turnaround time from 3 weeks
to 1 week on interior head
impact. Target points, zone,
approach angles, impactor /
headform positioning in the FEA
model and report generation
are automatically done by using
this software.

”

Arun Chickmenahalli,
FEA Manager in International
Automotive Components, USA
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NAMTEC’s DMS Centre
uses Weld Planner
The National Metals Technology Centre’s
(NAMTEC) Design, Modelling and Simulation
(DMS) Centre was founded in 2006 and employs
a wide range of simulation software to support
various manufacturing processes such as welding and heat treatment. The Centre recently
added ESI’s Weld Planner to its welding suite,
thereby augmenting the advanced engineering
services that it is is able to offer to industry.

“

A key at t rac t i o n o f
Weld Planner is that the
representation of the
material is simplified as
the analysis is based on
shrinkage techniques only;
no temperature-dependant

Weld Planner, ESI’s simulation-based distortion
engineering tool, was chosen to allow the investigation of distortions resulting from the fabrication of a large electron beam welded assembly made from a Ni-based superalloy. Indeed,
Weld Planner, used in conjunction with ESI’s
Visual-Mesh for generating meshes and
Visual-Viewer for results post-processing, has
the ability to explore a wide range of welding
sequences and clamping configurations in a virtual environment, reducing product development costs and driving quality improvements
of assembly at the design stage.

material data or phase
transformation data are

”

required.

Dr. Kathryn Jackson,
Technologist,
NAMTEC

“The intuitive graphical interface has enabled
us to define weld lines and clamps easily. The
‘process definition’ tool has been used to
explore a range of weld sequences and clamp-

ing configurations rapidly; and therefore Weld
Planner is ideal for investigating a high number
of iterations of weld sequences at an early stage
of the design process,” said Dr. Kathryn Jackson.
From the Weld Planner investigation of global
distortion, the DMS Centre was able to make
recommendations for the welding sequence
and clamping positions that would result in the
least distortions.

A b out N A M T E C ’ s D M S
C entre
NAMTEC was established in 2002 to
improve the competitiveness and sustainability of the metals and related
engineering industries throughout
the UK. NAMTEC’s DMS Center was
founded in 2006 to deliver modeling and simulation services to the
Advanced Engineering and Materials
(AEM) sector.

www.namtec.co.uk/dms

for more information:
www.esi-group.com/welding

Post-processing in Visual-Viewer
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Visual-Environment latest releases
Visual-Environment, ESI’s integrated suite of
collaborative solutions, is constantly evolving
to address various disciplines.

OSS solvers. It also supports Rosette Definition,
Orientation methods, and draping features for
composite solutions.

The latest version, Visual-Environment 5.0,
benefits users with many new features and
improvements of existing functionalities. Some
of the main new features are:

The integration of Visual-Environment in the
engineering process allows significant improvements in the productivity of model setup and
post-processing. “The current version of VisualEnvironment not only supports the latest format
of solvers but also helps safety users save time,
from two to three weeks down to two days in
folding a complex airbag using Sim-folder,” said
Shivakumara Shetty, Visual-Environment Product manager at ESI Group.

PLINK Projections

• Support of Virtual Performance Solution 2009
• Improvements in Implicit Advisor, Part Manager, File Export and Composites
• Support of MADYMO 7.0
• Preview of Joint Motion for Madymo Joints

cated to PAM-CRASH users, with solver options
for functionalities such as Plink Projections, Tied
Projections,Penetration Check.

• Simulation-Based Airbag Folder

With Visual-Crash, users can build one single

• ERF support: New format of post processing
from PAM-Solid solvers

model for implicit and explicit analysis with
PAM-CRASH. The version 5.2 contains explorer
enhancements such as referenced and duplicate

Visual-Environment 5.2, a patch update of version 5.0, has recently been released and is dedi-

entities allowing quicker debugging and entity

for more information:
www.esi-group.com /simulation-systems-integration/visual-environment

creation of PAM-CRASH, LS-DYNA and RADI-

VA One 2008.5
released
“We are pleased to announce the release of
VA One 2008.5” said Dr. Phil Shorter, Director of Vibro-Acoustic Product Operations at
ESI Group. “The enhancements in this release
continue our commitment to providing our
customers with state-of-the-art methods for
vibro-acoustic analysis and design”.
VA One 2008.5 comprises over 40 major
enhancements across all modules.
• New isolators and junctions: VA One 2008.5
includes improved models of isolators and
noise control treatments between structural
and acoustic subsystems. The models have
been developed in conjunction with leading
isolator manufacturers and enable end-to-end
design of isolation systems within the VA One
environment.
• More accurate models of acoustic radiation
at low frequencies due to enhancements in
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the Fast Multipole Boundary Element algorithm. Applications include the design of quieter Continuously Variable Transmissions (CVTs)
and the acoustic design of brake assemblies
with reduced propensity for squeal.
• Productivity enhancements: VA One 2008.5
contains a number of key enhancements for
speeding up model creation including faster
creation of manual junctions between subsystems, interactive design of poroelastic noise
control treatments and automated meshing of
non-manifold CAD geometry.
“Whirlpool’s commitment to our customers
includes delivering appliances with superior
noise and vibration performance. VA One is
an important tool in our NVH [Noise Vibration
and Harshness] processes to reduce our reliance
on building and testing prototypes. It drives us

VA One model of acoustic radiation from
unstable mode of a disc brake
to a deeper understanding of the physics and
provides substantial time and cost savings,” said
Dr. Robert Unglenieks, Lead Engineer Whirlpool
Corporation’s St. Joseph Technology Center
Sound and Vibration Laboratories.

for more information:
www.esi-group.com/vibro-acoustics/va-one
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ESI expands its ISO 9001:2000
certification worldwide
Since 1998, ESI has been involved in a large quality enhancement program, which aims at achieving
full conformity with ISO 9001 standards.

International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) establishes global standards for providing
assurance about the ability to satisfy quality
requirements and to enhance customer satisfaction in supplier-customer relationships.
ESI Group’s software development entity
earned its first ISO 9001 certification in 2000, in
order to meet customer expectations throughout an ever-growing network covering more
than 30 countries.

Why is ISO 9001 important
for ESI customers?
ISO 9001 certification presents customers with
a quality certificate to prove that ESI meets the
challenging, internationally recognized requirements for product realization and is able to supply products of constant quality as determined
and agreed with customers. This helps improve
customer satisfaction.
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The next important step for ESI was thus to
broaden the perimeter of ISO 9001 certification
to its subsidiaries located worldwide, establishing priorities according to market expectations.
Additional certifications of major subsidiaries confirm ESI’s commitment to meet the
challenging, internationally recognized quality
requirements for software development and
engineering services. Indeed, while ESI France,
Calcom ESI and ESI SW India are certified since
long, ESI ATE in China and MECAS ESI in Czech
Republic earned their certifications in January
2009. The latest candidate for a certification,
currently ongoing, is Nihon ESI, ESI’s Japanese
subsidiary.

customers to rely on an even more transparent
and reliable solution provider.
“The fundamental prerequisite for any business
success is the focus on customers and the fulfilment of their requirements – especially in terms
of quality,” said Dominique Grolade, Corporate
Quality Manager at ESI Group. “The extension
of our certification perimeter highlights ESI’s
focus on customer requirements. This shared
quality culture is fundamental in continuing to
fulfill requirements for our core customer base
and for increasingly diverse domains and industries such as Energy, Powertrain, Electronics and
Defense”.

These ISO 9001:200 certifications recognize
well-implemented Quality Management Systems (QMS) in several ESI offices for providing
software solutions, training, technical support,
and related consultancy in the field of virtual
prototyping. They allow ESI’s current and future
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ESI’s multi-shoring
development model
ESI has created a center of competency in Tunisia in strategic
partnership with Acoustica.

ESI’s services have recorded a buoyant growth
in the past two years. The growing importance
of services is due to the increasing demand from
industrial groups for support services to set up
Simulation-Based Design integrated solutions
and the interest shown by new players in virtual
prototyping.

To support this increasing demand and strengthen its services’ offering, ESI recently expanded
into Tunisia with the creation of a ‘near-shore’
services division dedicated to high value-added
projects.

“Through this new foothold, ESI will meet the
growth in demand for our services, in the best
interest of our clients, while maintaining a continuous control on our cost structure,” commented Lech Tomasz Kisielewicz, Executive
Vice-President of Services Operations of ESI
Group.

Why choose Tunisia?
Tunisia is a financially attractive country which
offers a high level of education in science and
engineering, of great value to ESI customers. In
addition, through this new regional foothold, ESI
has strengthened its strategic partnership with
the Tunisian firm Acoustica, well recognized
engineering and consulting firm specialized in
noise reduction and digital simulation projects.
This strategic partnership aims to leverage the
market understanding and expertise of a local
player to build a foothold in a Mediterranean
country that can provide high-end services at
very competitive prices.

ESI’s Tunisian engineering team
The team includes Kamel Mekki, General Manager of the
operations, ESI France’s team with Mongi Rekik, Bassem
Ben Mahmoud, Mbarka Ennouri, and Lamia eL Ajel, all
involved in a project for the seismic qualification of a
nuclear building; ESI GmbH’s team with Karim Habboura,
Maher Mokaddem, and Hela Djebbi, involved in a series
of projects related to automotive safety; and Acoustica’s
team with Riadh Ghezail, Rim Mazlout, Rihab Ben
Yaghlane, and Moez Bouguerra who are carrying out a
number of noise control projects for industrial, residential
and environmental situations.

Save the date!
Date

Place

ICCM-17

17th International Conference in Composite Materials

Edinburgh, Scotland, UK

Aug 03-05, 2009

SYSWELD and PAM-ASSEMBLY Basic

Info-days on Welding Simulation

Bangalore, India

Aug 23-26, 2009

INTER-NOISE 2009

38th International Congress and Exposition on Noise Control Engineering

Ottawa, Canada

Sep 07-11, 2009

ICTCA 2009

9th International Conference on Theoritical and Computational Acoustics

Dresden, Germany

Sep 21-25, 2009

Weld Distortion Engineering

Basic Training on Distortion Engineering for complex and large structures

Plzen, Czech Republic

Sep 22-23, 2009

PLM Road Map™ 2009

CPDA’s Annual Conference

Detroit, Michigan, USA

ITB’s 9th Automotive Cockpit and Door
Systems Conference

9th Technical Automotive Conference

Novi, Michigan, USA

Sep 28-29, 2009

Composites World Expo 2009

Principles of Design and Manufacturing
of Composites Materials

Schaumburg, Illinois,USA

Sep 26-28, 2009

Euronoise 2009

8th European Conference on Noise
Control

Edinburgh, Scotland, UK

Oct 05-09, 2009

Introduction to ProCAST

Basic Training on Casting Simulation

Barcelona, Spain

Oct 14-16, 2009

JEC Show Asia 2009

The New Composites Platform in Asia

Singapore

Oct 19-20, 2009

Visual-Crash PAM Environment for Impact
Simulation

Basic Training on Visual-Environment
for PAM

Bologna, Italy

Oct 21-23,2009

PAM-STAMP 2G: Full Stamp Value Chain

Advanced Training on PAM-AUTOSTAMP Module

Rungis, France

July 17-31, 2009

Sep 24, 2009
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Arrival of ESI’s
new logo...

Financial news
2008/2009 annual sales totalled €70.2M
ESI Group’s 2008/09 annual sales totalled 70.2 million euros, up +2% in
actual terms compared to the previous year.

Strong resistence of the Licensing recurrent installed base

ESI Group has recently refreshed its image with the advent of a new logo
and tagline “get it right™”. Since its creation in France in 1973, ESI has grown
into a Simulation-Based Design solution provider, employing over 750
high-level specialists worldwide spanning more than 30 countries. With
Simulation-Based Design, ESI enables industry leaders to deliver the physical prototype, and ultimately the product, right the first time.
“I’m very pleased to announce this latest step in ESI’s history,” said Alain
de Rouvray, Chairman and CEO of ESI Group. “Our new branding is an
opportunity to send a strong, positive message to the market: ESI is an
innovative solution provider, daring and groundbreaking. We help our customers “get it right™” by delivering solutions encompassing software and
services for the end-to-end virtual prototype. Simulation can now start
early in the design phase to validate step by step the performance of
the complete digital model well before the first real prototype, allowing
end-users and managers to make key decisions upstream. This provides
significant gains in reliability, productivity and innovation, to get to a real
prototype right the first time. ESI provides here to our customers a key
competitive advantage.”
With this new logo design, ESI has moved towards a simple, fresh look to
embody modernity and dynamism. The color orange represents enthusiasm, creativity and determination, which adequately reflect ESI’s spirit of
innovation, quality, and commitment to people.
ESI’s new logo supports a vision, a strategy, and an identity that are truly
unique on the market.

Get it right™ with ESI!
For an extra feel of ESI look, please visit: www.esi-group.com
Follow ESI on Twitter:
www.twitter.com/ESIgroup
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License sales totalled 52.6 million euros, down -2.4% due to the drop in
activity over the fourth quarter. This was essentially a result of the substantial fall in new business associated with the brutal slowdown in investments within the context of the economic crisis. However, the installed
base remained stable, and lays witness to the solidity of ESI’s business
model, which is based on annual rentals leading to substantial repeat
License revenue.

Buoyant growth of Services activity
ESI’s Services activity recorded another year of buoyant growth, with a
purely organic sales growth of +17.4%, +14.8%. Subsequently, the breakdown in activity continued to favor high value-added Services, which now
represent 25% of services sales.

Stable breakdown
The breakdown by geographical region was stable, with 49% of sales
recorded in Europe, 35% in Asia and 16% in America.
As for business sector, 40% of booked orders come from the automotive
industry, highlighting the necessity and advantages of using ESI solutions
for major car manufacturers and their subcontractors.

Outlook
“Over the fourth quarter, we noted a sudden fall in activity after a positive first 9 months of the year that saw a growth of +8% by volume. The
brutal economic downturn over the fourth quarter resulted in a slowdown in new investments, specifically in Asia, which led to sales below
expectations. Beyond the figures themselves, the positive renegotiation
of contracts for annual licenses, notably regarding our fourth and most
important quarter, highlights the solidity of our business model. Our
recurrent installed base at 31st January 2009 was thus slightly up, reflecting the clear advantages our solutions provide to our historic clients,
and notably to car manufacturers, whether it be in terms of improving
performance or in terms of contributing to innovation.” concluded Alain
de Rouvray, ESI Group’s Chairman and CEO.
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